
A.  Find and circle the adverbs in the following sentences. Some sentences have more than one adverb.

B.  Read the sentences. Add the best adverb from the word bank into the 
blank space of each sentence.

1.  I have                                  seen a leopard in real life.

2.  One day at the zoo, I                                  walked up to a new exhibit.

3.  An animal was lying                                  in the sunshine.

4.  I was                                  short to see what kind of animal it was.

5. When my dad lifted me up, I felt                                   tall!

6.  I could now see the beautiful animal, which was                                  eating its food.

7.  It was a leopard! I                                  watched the spotted cat for ten minutes.

8.  I wish we could return to the zoo                                  !

Name:                                                                                       Date:                                  

Identifying Adverbs Quiz

1. Giraffes are very tall and have extremely long tongues.

2. They are fed daily and like fruits and vegetables.

3. They eat mostly Acacia leaves, munching them quickly because they really like them.

4. Giraffes walk slowly and lazily, stretching their necks up to the trees.

5. Even baby giraffes move gracefully and carefully.

6. I always try to see the giraffes when I go to the zoo.

7. My family used to go to the zoo weekly, but now we don’t go very often. 

8.  I can’t wait to go to the zoo tomorrow and see the giraffes.

sleepily hungrily daily too

happily very never curiously
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Answer Key: Identifying Adverbs Quiz

1. Giraffes are very tall and have extremely long tongues.
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